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Abstract – One of the most serious problems in rock engineering applications is the accidental falling of rock blocks that are formed
by discontinuity in the rock mass and free surface(s) of engineering structure such as open pit slope, tunnel wall etc. For the stability
analysis of in rock mass, there are so many parameters. However, the most important of them which should be taken into account,
are the geometrical parameters of discontinuity because the discontinuities are mechanically weak zones and failures occurred on
thought surfaces and intersection lines of them and geometrical characteristics are also used as decisive factors in different scales in
all stability analysis. Investigation of starting point of possible fails must be a crucial step both in pre-design analysis on existing
structures. Because the failures are mostly beginning at these points which are investigated as an analytic solution in this paper.
Starting possible locations of failures can be investigated as points on free surfaces of an engineering construction. This study includes
derived series of linear equations for the investigation of these points. In addition, Kernel Densities Estimation (KDE) of intersection
points is described using for the prediction of failure locations on the visible surfaces of an engineering structure. Derived
methodology was sampled on an experimental highway wall and consistent results were shown successfully.
Keywords – rock mass, discontinuity, kernel densities estimation, stability

1. Introduction
The natural or artificial rock slopes in areas where people live and use, have engendered stability related problems
caused mainly without regarding for environmental factors and inadequate plannings and design studies (Figure
1).Several researchers, who studied this topic, have described the evaluation of discontinuity data. For example, plotting
discontinuity data on stereograms, contouring to determine prominent orientations and subsequent wedge analyses are
described in rock slope engineering [1] methods of geological engineering in discontinuous rock and introduction to rock
mechanics [2].
Wedge failure is the most common failure mode that is structurally controlled by two oblique discontinuities.
Potential sliding of a tetrahedron form occurs along the day-lighted intersection line. To be kinematicaly viable, such a
wedge must have an intersection line that falls between the dip directions of the two planes, and must be parallel (or
nearly parallel) to the dip direction of the slope face. Various investigators have previously explained wedge failure
analyses elaborately. The basic limiting equilibrium method for wedge failure was represented by [3] and detailed for
different conditions by [4], as well as [1]. When the downward movements of a rock block due to gravity and shear
stresses exceed the shear strength, failure occurs. In situ rock blocks that may fail are formed by intersecting
discontinuities and the free face created through excavation of an opening. In addition, the geometry, size, and spatial
position of any rock block have an effect on whether failure will happen or not, failure direction, and which failure modes
may occur. It is broadly assumed that at that place are three fundamental failure modes in rock slopes: wedge, planer,
and toppling failures. Figure 2 illustrates what is traditionally regarded as these three basic failure modes [5].
Discontinuity parameters can be classed as either geometrical or non-geometrical. Non-geometrical properties
which related to mechanical properties of intact rock, while geometrical properties define as the fabric of the rock mass
[6]. The geometrical parameters, which are dip, dip direction, orientation, spacing, and length of discontinuity, have been
extensively explained by [7]. These data are directly gathered from rock mass exposure or bore holes in the rock mass,
and are generally used to directly understand the statistical nature of discontinuities and the detailed instability analyses.
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Fig. 1: Several rock failures that caused damage.

For example, plotting and contouring the data on a stereogram are being used to determine prominent orientations
for the scope of classical kinematic analyses. On the other hand, the directly measured parameters are also being used to
derive quasi-physical parameters about the size and shape of the rock blocks. In addition, volume coefficient density and
weighted joint density are being extensively studied by several researchers [8], [9], [2], [10].
This study is motivated by the need to develop an improved way to predict rock failures in rock slopes. Slope
stability estimation is an important engineering problem that involves several parameters which should be investigated
and interpreted carefully on, especially, artificial slopes. The prior parameters that should be examined ones are the
geometry and orientation features of slope and discontinuities (fault, joint, bedding, etc.) in any engineering application
related to excavation in a rock mass. In preliminary and detail design studies, stability of rock slopes are often numerically
analyzeddepends on several complex techniques with using deterministic and/or statistic processes.

Fig. 2. Three failure modes in rock slopes; a) wedge, b) planer and c) toppling failures (from Matheson, 1983).

These techniques have been used successfully in a wide range of rock engineering applications but often both
expensive and time-consuming tasks, especially, in the first assessments. In this study, a visual presentation approach to
predict the critical failure zones on the visible surfaces of rock slopes has been suggested. The approach that suggested
in this study is based on exploratory data analysis. Primary and derived data have been used in the developed approach
as the main outputs. Results that obtained from this approach can be an indicator for several instabilities.
The intersection points of failure were investigated using scatter and densities of intersection points on free
surfaces of a rock slope. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) has been used as a main tool for statistical investigation of
critical instability locations. KDE is a popular tool for 2D visualizing the distribution of scattered data among numerous
engineering aims because it is easy to interpret. The 2D kernel density plot is a smoothed colour density representation
of the scatterplot is based on kernel density estimation a nonparametric technique for probability density functions [11]
This tool has ever-expanding applications in several visualization aims, and it seems to be a robust analysis in
Geotechnical applications, as it supports geospatial data analysis.
In addition, the basic survey method, called a scanline sampling, was used in this study. Scanline surveys consist
of directional and qualitative measurements of rock discontinuities [12]. This survey method is widely used in geology
and engineering investigations of fractured rock masses.

2. Methodology
In this analytic study, 2D kernel density contouring of intersection points (can be regarded as evaluated or derived
data) are suggested as a tool for the investigation and prediction accordingly the failure locations on the visible surfaces
of an engineering structure. The logical order of the model can be ordered as;
Collection of relevant data on the exposure using scanline technique → deriving coordinates of intersection points
(derived data) → 2D modelling of scatter points and kernel density distribution of intersection points on the free rock
mass surfaces → interpretation of results regarded instabilities.
The first part of the modelling study includes the construction of the trace lines geometry which belongs to possible
rock blocks on the free surfaces of rock slopes.
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Excavation surface and upper slope surface have been examined as three parts in the 2D visualizations. Here,
excavation surface was divided into two parts (areas I and II) by a line from the intersection point (I1), though y axis and
upper slope are considered to be one area (area III). When the visible traces on areas I and II are considered into account,
all formed intersection points can be identified easily. (Figure 3)
Fundamentals of the model were calculated based on the intersection points of two line segments from their
parametric form in a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, and they were then connected systematically. Given points P1 =
(x1, y1, z1) and P2 = (x2, y2, z2), the parametric forms for the two lines are given in equation 1. The intersection point of
two lines can be determined by using the simultaneous equation method: In these equations, (and it is linear coefficients
(0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) and , , and (are clockwise angles to the x, y, and z axes then the intersection point of the two
lines is solved as (x3, y3, z3).
𝑥1 + 𝜆 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼1 = 𝑥2 𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑎2 = 𝑥3
𝑦1 + 𝜆 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼1 = 𝑥2 𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑎2 = 𝑦3
𝑧1 + 𝜆 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼1 = 𝑥2 𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑎2 = 𝑧3

(1)

For the 2D explanation, the intersection point (I2) on XY was transformed to the YZ plane using a rotation matrix
(equation 2).
°

(𝑥 ′ 𝑦 ′ ) = (𝑥𝑦) [ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 90 °
−𝑠𝑖𝑛 90

𝑠𝑖𝑛 90° ]
𝑐𝑜𝑠 90°

(2)

Fig. 3: A typical wedge mode that formed two diagonal discontinuity traces; on a) 3D slope (T1 and T2 represent first and second
transform), b) 2D transformed the visible surface of basic wedge and dimensions.

Two data types have been used for construction of KDE distribution of the intersection points; the first data type
has been recorded from an outcrop of rock mass directly by scanline surveying and secondary data have been derived
from the first data. The second data consists of only intersection points on slope faces. Intersection points have been
derived from a series of geometric and empirical equations.

3. Field Experiment
The study area consists of an extensive rock cut along the Konya-Antalya Highway in southern Turkey, near the
Seydişehir (Figure 4). This area along this highway shows exceptional exposure of series of limestone formations.
Discontinuity data have been obtained by the authors from a field survey on a road cut 20 km from Seydişehir. The length
of sampled road cut is approximately 30 m and comprises one slope. During the fracture survey, 33 discontinuity values
were measured on the excavated surface of sampled rock cut.
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Fig. 4: Studied highway rock slope that formed limestone.

Represented prism dimensions were selected as 15x30x12 m, and 33 data were recorded along the 30 m scanline.
The important assumption is that any discontinuity is neighter vertical nor horizontal to each other. Thence, 528
intersection points can be estimated by using general combination equation (equation 3) ((33! /2! (33-2)!) = 528) in space.
On the other hand, 73 and 183 intersection points were calculated on surfaces XY and YZ, respectively, from the 33
recorded data using equations 1 and 2. This means that approximately 46% of all intersection points (183+73/ 528) x 100
≈ 46%) were modelled on the XY and YZ surface boundaries.
𝐶(𝑛, 𝑟) = 𝑛!⁄[𝑟! (𝑛 − 𝑟)!]

(3)

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is used in statistics to estimate probabilities of the density function of random
variable. KDE is commonly being used to smooth densities based on a finite data set. A kernel density estimation can be
defined as in the equation 4 for a 1D data. K is a function which is satisfying ∫K (x) dx=1 and the function K is referred
to as the kernel. h is a positive number, usually called the bandwidth.
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1
1
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑓ℎ (𝑥) = ∑ 𝐾ℎ (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 ) =
∑𝐾(
)
𝑛
𝑛ℎ
ℎ

(4)

In the statistical part of the study, a Matlab code has been developed which applies KDE for the intersection points
on free surfaces of rock slope. Matlab R2014b has been used for the purpose of point data contouring in the study. An
intersection line defined by points P0 and P1 and surface defined with point V and normal n; intersection point for surface
and intersection line can be calculated (equation 5 a, b and c) using a derived linear equation (a) where u is the difference
vector of P1 and P0 (b) and w is the difference vector of P0 and V (c).
𝑃 = 𝑃0 + (−(𝑛 ∙ 𝑤))/(𝑛 ∙ 𝑢) 𝑢
𝑢 = 𝑃1 − 𝑃0
𝑤 = 𝑃0 − 𝑉

(5.a)
(5.b)
(5.c)

There are various kernel functions; uniform, triangle, epanechnikov, quartic, triweight, gaussian, cosiness etc.
Gaussian kernels are commonly used in several data visualization applications. It uses with appropriate regularization
guarantees a globally optimal predictor that has minimum approximation and estimation errors. Here, the approximation
error refers to the error which incurred by limiting the space of classification models over which search is performed and
estimation error refers to an error in the estimation of the model parameters. In addition, it is also convenient because of
its linear and polynomial character. The Gaussian kernel function is used to calculate densities where t is the matrix
contains a 2D vector list of intersection points (equation 6).
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𝐾(𝑢) =

1

1
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑢2 )
2
√2𝜋

(6)

In KDE applications, bandwidth has the key importance in the estimations. Taking the bandwidth too large or too
small, lead to false estimation and overstatements. Too small values of bandwidth lead to smoothing loss and spiky
estimation while too large values of bandwidth leads to loosing data and too much smoothing. Considering these
requirements, bandwidths have been chosen as three alternatives.
Kernel density contours of the derived intersection points and scattered intersection point data on surfaces XZ and YZ
are shown in Figure 5 respectively.

Fig. 5: a) Scatter plot and Bivariate Kernel Densities for three bandwidths;
b) 0,5 m x 0,5 m, c)1,0 m x 1,0 m, d) 2,0 m x 2,0 m.

4. Conclusion
Kernel density estimation is an effective way to demonstrate cluster data. It is used across the statistical spectrum
to fit smoothed boundaries to observed data. Using KDE with point plots together have enabled to see singular weak
points while interpreting the overall weak zones. Results have been obtained that are more general, while the selection
from small sized to large sized bandwidth. Undoubtedly, the zones where concentrations of intersection points increased
are mechanically weaker. It is possible to represent the complexity of rock structure and prediction of failed zones using
modelling of these weak zones.
It can be clearly follown that intersection zones belonging to bedding and joints for the first banwitdh selection.
The other two selections give more general results and general instabilities are approximately located in the middle of
modelled frames. While bandwidth increases, the model will give us more general results.
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The model enables us to make the first and faster evaluations of stability problems on visible, inaccessible and
invisible surfaces, which became degraded because of weathering and vegetation cover
In addition, the model can be adapted to other detailed surveying techniques such as photo analyses, because all recording
data used can be transformed to the Cartesian coordinate system.
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